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Institutional Mission
To bring about positive change through education, service, and outreach

Departmental Mission
As part of the University of West Alabama, Livingston Press sees its mission as fourfold: first, to promote
literature in the state of Alabama; second, to promote literature regardless of boundary; third, to serve the
immediate community by publishing historical material related to the surrounding counties; and fourth, to
provide on-hands experience to our students. The Press expects that the four will and should overlap.

1 Goal
Address the educational, social, and cultural needs of the overall student body.

1.1 Outcome
Provide students with on-hand experience.
Livingston Press will provide UWA students with on-hand experience in four fields,
accounting, editorial work, web design, and graphic design. Students will work with computer
programs specific to each of the four areas.

1.1.1 Measures
Press Scholarship recipients will assist with publishing and processing books.
Six students will receive scholarships from the Livingston Press. These students will assist in
publishing, processing, proofreading, and designing books. The students will also assist in
accounting, packaging, processing, and shipping books published by the Livingston Press.
These students will maintain the Press's website as well. Two scholarships will be provided to
students with funds from the Provost's Office, one scholarship will be provided by the James
Colquitt scholarship fund. Additional scholarships will be provided by the Livingston Press
scholarship fund and the Joe and Tricia Taylor Scholarship fund.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.1.1.1 Targets
Provost's Office scholarship: $1,000/semester for 2 students equaling $2,000 per year.
James Colquitt scholarship: $750/semester for 1 student equaling $1,500 per year.
Livingston Press scholarship: $450/semester for 1 student equaling $900 per year.
Summer Scholarship provided by Joe and Tricia Taylor: $600/per student for 2 students
equaling $1200 per year. Met
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TARGET

FINDINGS Provost Scholarship ($2,000/ year): Summer Chadwick (x2), Sarah Watt, Kelli Watt;
James Colquitt Scholarship ($1,500/year): Erin Wyatt; Livingston Press Scholarship
($900/year): Mason Pendergrass; Summer Scholarship ($1,200/year): Erin Wyatt;
Sara Watt

RECOMMENDATIONS These scholarships are an integral part of the Press because these students
complete the invoicing, accounting, and shipping of books to customers. The
students also design and typeset the books published by the Press. The
scholarships are vital to ensuring the daily functions of the Press.

2 Goal
Enhance the culture of communication on the UWA campus.

2.1 Outcome
Publish national authors.
Livingston Press will publish fiction by national authors.

Action Plan
Dr. Joe Taylor would like to request an increased amount of release time to 8 hours per semester.
This increased release time would allow Dr. Taylor to more efficiently run the Press. To expand the
Press, items such as turning print books into ebooks for library sales is necessary. However, this is
a time consuming process that must be completed shortly after publication of each book. Also, it
is necessary for Dr. Taylor to make concerted efforts to contact bloggers and reviewers to increase
the Press' visibility. In addition, with the goal of publishing one poetry book per year, it is necessary
for another editor to be involved. Dr. Taylor has discussed this with Dr. Elizabeth Threatt, and she
is delighted to pursue this goal of the Press. This would require release time (one course per
semester) for Dr. Threatt. An important aspect of this would be to allow Dr. Threatt to shadow and
learn the management of the Press and its business in the event Dr. Taylor is no longer able to run
the Press.

Budget Source  Amount
$0.00

 Due
1/13/2020

 Status
Planned
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2.1.1 Measures
Publish fiction by national authors.
Livingston Press will publish fiction by national authors, as evidenced by the catalog and
actual books. The Press would also like to start publishing poetry by national authors.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

2.1.1.1 Targets
Livingston Press will publish fiction by seven national authors. Livingston Press will
publish one book of poetry by a national author. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS Published books by 8 national authors: If Anyone Asks, Say I Died of the
Heartbreaking Blues; The Music Book; One Summer on Cutthroat Lake; I'll Be Here
for You (Tartt Winner); Journey Through...); A Cerebral Offer; Student in the
Underworld; Junk City.

RECOMMENDATIONS The publication of national authors by The Livingston Press provides UWA with
invaluable exposure and recognition. It is undeniably quite the accomplishment for
the number of staff employed by the Press.

3 Goal
Foster growth across all areas of campus.

3.1 Outcome
Publish Black Belt related books.
Livingston Press will publish, when possible, non-fiction or fiction books concerning either the
Black Belt or Alabama in general.

Action Plan
Dr. Joe Taylor would like to request an increased amount of release time to 8 hours per semester.
This increased release time would allow Dr. Taylor to more efficiently run the Press. To expand the
Press, items such as turning print books into ebooks for library sales is necessary. However, this is
a time consuming process that must be completed shortly after publication of each book. Also, it
is necessary for Dr. Taylor to make concerted efforts to contact bloggers and reviewers to increase
the Press' visibility. In addition, with the goal of publishing one poetry book per year, it is necessary
for another editor to be involved. Dr. Taylor has discussed this with Dr. Elizabeth Threatt, and she
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is delighted to pursue this goal of the Press. This would require release time (one course per
semester) for Dr. Threatt. An important aspect of this would be to allow Dr. Threatt to shadow and
learn the management of the Press and its business in the event Dr. Taylor is no longer able to run
the Press.

Budget Source  Amount
$0.00

 Due
1/13/2020

 Status
Planned

3.1.1 Measures
Publish Black Belt/Alabama books.
The press will publish, when possible, books concerning either the Black Belt region or
Alabama in general.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

3.1.1.1 Targets
Livingston Press will publish one book by an Alabama author. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS Published A Good Life by William Cobb, a UWA alumnus.

RECOMMENDATIONS The continued publication of Alabama authors provides regional notoriety for
UWA. The Press would like to publish more Alabama authors in the future.

3.2 Outcome
Increase publicity for the University.
The Livingston Press serves as an academic arm of the University and provides positive
publicity throughout the region, state, and nation.

Action Plan
Dr. Joe Taylor would like to request an increased amount of release time to 8 hours per semester.
This increased release time would allow Dr. Taylor to more efficiently run the Press. To expand the
Press, items such as turning print books into ebooks for library sales is necessary. However, this is
a time consuming process that must be completed shortly after publication of each book. Also, it
is necessary for Dr. Taylor to make concerted efforts to contact bloggers and reviewers to increase
the Press' visibility. In addition, with the goal of publishing one poetry book per year, it is necessary
for another editor to be involved. Dr. Taylor has discussed this with Dr. Elizabeth Threatt, and she
is delighted to pursue this goal of the Press. This would require release time (one course per
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semester) for Dr. Threatt. An important aspect of this would be to allow Dr. Threatt to shadow and
learn the management of the Press and its business in the event Dr. Taylor is no longer able to run
the Press.

Budget Source  Amount
$0.00

 Due
1/13/2020

 Status
Planned

3.2.1 Measures
Display books at national book shows.
Display books at national book shows to increase visibility of the University and Livingston
Press. The Press will partner with various exhibitors to display books at these shows.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

3.2.1.1 Targets
Display books at three national book shows, including the Mid-winter Public Library
Association show, the Annual Public Library Association show, and Associated Writing
Programs show. Not Met

TARGET

FINDINGS Due to COVID restrictions, no national book shows here held.

RECOMMENDATIONS Once COVID restrictions are lifted and national book shows are scheduled for 2021,
plans will be made to attend upcoming shows. These shows are important in
advertisement of the Livingston Press.

Project Attachments (1)

Attachments File Size

   2017-2018 Livingston Press Annual Plans.pdf 468KB
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